
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The HIV-Hop is a social media awareness campaign to tackle stigma around HIV and 
specifically how it is transmitted.  
 
Produced by the Centre for HIV and Sexual Health (part of sexual health services at 
Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust), the campaign was launched on 
World AIDS Day 2012 with the ‘tag line’ Fight prejudice, reduce stigma - you can't 
catch HIV from kissing, hugging, or sharing drinks’. 
 
The campaign's main platform was a YouTube video www.youtube.com/theHIVHop  
that centres on a comedy rap-style music video showing the ways that HIV cannot be 
transmitted and clarifying the facts about how HIV is transmitted. 
 
Written and performed by MC HIV-Hop with music created by Future Writers Music, 
the video steers the audience to a Facebook page www.facebook.com/theHIVHop for 
the campaign where more information and marketing materials are available and 
where the audience can engage in conversation about the campaign and find out more 
about HIV. 
 
As well as viewing the video on the YouTube site, the track is also available to 
download from iTunes and Amazon. 
 
Promotional material to raise awareness of the YouTube video included a series of 
posters and postcards designed by Sheffield based artists whose work includes street 
art and club flyers etc. These highly collectable images all had the theme of ‘Kissing, 
Hugging, Sharing Drinks’ and were designed by xHaStexo, Mute Art, Anjan Sarkar, 
Geo Law and diva creative.  
 
The campaign and viral video were widely promoted through Twitter, websites and 
on-line forums and on local radio as well as the physical distribution of the postcards 
and a live performance by MC HIV-Hop in Sheffield City Centre on World AIDS 
Day alongside an interactive 3D drawing of a ‘boombox’ which people were 
encouraged to have their photo taken to share on Facebook etc. 
 
 The HIV-Hop has already been recognised in an overwhelming array of prestigious 
categories for its use of creativity, diverse art forms and intelligently targeted online 
and offline engagement including:- 
 

• Winner of the Social Media Campaign of the Year award at the UK Sexual 
Health Awards 2013 

 
• Winner of Best Use of Social Media award at the Insider Yorkshire Digital & 

Technology Awards 2013 
 

• Winner of Social Media Campaign of the Year award at the Social Impact 
Awards 2013 
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